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Aerobic
 making heart and
lungs strong

press up

 building up
muscles

 Yoga
Stretching

train
to warm up

build

Ahmad enjoys swimming in the sea
I'm good at speaking English
I try to solve the problem by myself
Omar is interested in studying Math
I prefer to have my lunch at home
They promise to visit us again next summer
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Archery
Boxing

Billiards
Football
Bowling
Fishing

Running very fast over a short distance

Throwing a heavy metal ball away by shoulder

jumping

running
once a week

twice a week

 she's doing long
distance running
 he's training with a
specialist trainer



 she often goes roller skating
twice a week

 she usually practices throwing
discus once a week

he's doing shot put now

she's playing basketball now

Ali sometimes goes swimming on Friday
He usually studies his lessons with me
Ali never stays up late
 He is writing an activity now



 It shows that which types and food
groups we should follow

vegetarianism is the key to a healthy life
the advantages of the vegetarian diet
the disadvantages of the vegetarian diet
A balanced diet is the key to giid health



There’s less risk of obesity and heart diseases
because it has the disadvantages of vegetarianism ۳ Paragraph

The writer agrees on a balanced diet rather than follows vegetarianism
Yes, of course . A balanced diet is the key to a good health

Eating fruit and vegetables

Drinking green tea

Eating dark Chocolate

Drinking organic juices

Doing exercises

Sleeping early

Drinking much water

 Why does everybody think that a healthy lifestyle
 is very difficult to follow? A healthy life style is
 very easy but it needs a will and a plan to do it
well. Just start and you'll enjoy

. Following a diet needs some types of food and exercises 
 Doing exercises is very important so I advise you all to keep  going to
 the gym. We should drink much water. It removes toxins. We should
 eat a lot of fruit and vegetables They are rich in vitamins and fiber . A
balanced diet is the key to a good health



yes, I have
I have read about my school subjects and activities

It’s easy to connect to the world and your voice to be heard
To be able to log into my account easily
images - Log into — get in touch with - communicate
Free - Log in
Importance of blogging and tips we must follow
Blogs about sports - To have fun



yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes

no
no

no

Yes, I have

Yes, I have

Yes, I have

no, I haven't

no, I haven't

Have you ever
? written a letter to a pen-friend
seen an accidenton a highway
made a charity party with your friends
bought a new computer game



eaten Egyptain food
Yes, I have

go and eat it
Iwent last Friday

Yes, I did .The food was delicious
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More than usual



 She uses the method of writing
invented by Braille

The lack of many books in Braille
By surviving and becoming an athlete

social media

 To give good examples to the handicapped and others , not to give
up hope and challenge



Determination and challenge

They are capable of giving and are active in society
They can share in sport competitions and go to work



 Yes, I do.  I spend my
free time nicely

I like police stories. It’s about crime and justice
Deception doesn't pay
Deception has no legs



He was quick with his hands. He worked hard
 He found a quiet place outside the garage .Under 
a tree
He set a trap and hid up in the tree to catch don
 He wants to convey a moral that deception isn‘t
working
 Hard work leads to better jobs and a better life

Writer's Dad
Don

Antonio

garage
 outside the

garage
under a tree

became lazy and stopped working
Then, Antonio discovered his trick

Finally,  Antonio set a trap and Don was fired

has been
for

has increased
since

has worked for



hearty
crowd

leftover

F
F
F

was a stingy, greedy rich man
was a very poor man
was very fair and smart

The tajiri was very selfish and stingy
The village chief was very fair and just
 Frankly speaking, I would send the tajiri to jail

The exercise was too difficult to do

The news is so good that it can’t be true

This mobile is too expensive to buy



The Ahmeds - The Talals
villa

cottage
last winter

poor but happy

The Ahmeds were very poor
They didn't find their shelter

 The rich family ignored their
neighbouhood

Ahmed searched for work
 He did his best till he made
himself
 life turned over and the Talals
became poor

 Last winter, The Ahmeds lived in a small cottage
 near The Talals' large villa. It was too cold and they
 couldn't find a shelter. Ahmed was a strong-willed
 man. He lived happily with his kids. Once, his wife
 asked him to go to the Talals to ask for some help.
 The Talals were greedy. They just lived for
 themselves. But Ahmed refsed and worked hard to
 feed his kids and he did. life turned over and the
 They Talals lost their wealth. The family broke up۰
 lived a sad and miserable life. The Ahmeds were
poor but happy. Now, they are rich and happy





You have to take everything . You use special equipment
 You have to dispose of your own rubbish
They can’t eat off plates. They eat from the packages

They are very useful. Parachutes are used for landing on the
 Oxygen is used for breathing. Food and water to survive

۲
۱
۳

How do you eat
How can you sleep
If you need to drinjm how can you do that
If there is a fire, how can you put it out
Is it easy to call your family
If you get sick, how should you behave

في األسفل



 Space is a dangerous environment and presents extremes of
 both hot and cold for the human explorer. To allow spacesuit
 cooling (and heating) systems to work most efficiently, they are
 made of material that reflects much of the incident radiation
(mostly sunlight) that falls on them; hence, they are white
 Another reason for using white material is that this helps
 astronauts to be visible to crew members, even in the darkness of
the Earth’s shadow















































































































































 




